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Missouri Men
International Relations Club
Have Prominent
To Hear Dr. Oberg Speak

School Records

In the News
9
•

9•

Chooser

Tribes o f Central Africa W ill Be Described With Aid
Of Motion Pictures; Meeting Is Thursday
With Law Officers as Guests

William Jewell Forensic Leaders
Will Meet Montana Team
On Western Tour

Revision Plan Kappa Psi Holds
Formal Initiation
InHumanities
For Three Men
Is Considered
Committee of Instructors
Studies Co-ordination
Of Subjects

Distinguished records accom
pany Maurice A. Winger, Jr., and
Joseph Trotter, two debaters whom
A committee of humanities in
William Jewell college will send
here from Liberty, Missouri, to de structors has begun investigations
to determine the .possibility of co
bate a Montana team March 7.
forcement officers will be guests a t$ Both Winger and Trotter have ordinating subjects of students in
the meeting, according to Michael
long lists of accomplishments, ac the department. '
Walsh, Butte, dub vice-president.
Dr. Rudolph Schleuter is chair
cording to a letter from P. Casper
Dr. Oberg will show and discuss
Harvey, professor of English com man of the group, other members
motion pictures which portray life
of
which are Dr. Louise G. A m oldposition and director of forensics
of the agricultural tribes of cenat William Jewell, to James N. son and Dr. John D. Scheffer. The
jtral Africa. The pictures were
Holm, instructor in speech at Mon three will report within a month,
taken on the anthropological ex
according to H. G. Merriam, chair
Freshman class will sponsor a tana.
pedition of which he was a mem
Winger, a junior, is president of man of the humanities department,
matinee
mixer
in
the
Gold
room
ber. His talk will be on the culture
from 4. to $ o’clock Thursday, the International Relations club, on the possibility of rearranging
and life of these natives.
Bob Walker, Bozeman, class editor-in-chief of the college pa schedules of students taking hu
Club Organized
Joe McDowell, Newman Foun
president, said yesterday. A per and a member of the Student manities subjects so that they may
Students interested in foreign
dation committee chairman, has
four-piece orchestra will play. Senate at William Jewell. He was study all the material available on
appointed editor of news letter— and domestic affairs organized the
a certain period at the same time.
Committee for the dance is president of his class in his fresh
dub in the latter part of last quar
see “ Catholic Club,” page 1.
“ Thus,” says Merriam, “they
man year.
Winger has twice
*
*
*
*
ter. It is a chapter of the national John Kujich, Great Falls, chair
gained a place on the dean’s honor would study Eighteenth century
organization sponsored by the Car man; Paul Wolcott, San Diego;
literature
along with Eighteenth
Kathryn Russell, Bozeman; Doris roll, winning a scholarship for the
negie Endowment for International
highest grades in his class. He century French or Spanish or Ger
Peace and is intended for a study Lyons, Two Dot; Lois McCollum,
man arid Eighteenth century his
G r e a t Falls; Joan Kennard, has won the diamond key o f Pi
group. The Carnegie Endowment
tory.”
Great Falls; Iris Sams, Joliet, Kappa Delta, highest award grant
has given several books and pam
The committee will decide the
ed
by
that
national
forensic
fra
and Agnes Robinson, Stevensphlets to the dub and will continue
ternity, and is a member of Sigma steps necessary to co-ordinate its
ville.
to give books to build up a library
courses.
Tau Delta, national creative writ
on international affairs.
“We certainly will take such
ing fraternity. His social fraternity
steps,” said Chairman Merriam, “if
There are more than eight hun
is Sigma Nu.
we
can find any to take. It prob
dred clubs at universities and col
Trotter, a senior, also a member
leges in the United States, indudof International Relations club and ably will be just a matter of re
ing Montana State college, Carroll
the dean’s honor roll, is president arranging schedules, not changing
college, Northern Montana college
of Sigma Pi Sigma, national hon any of the present courses, at least
and Billings Polytechnic institute.
orary physics fraternity, as well at first.”

Dr. Kalervo Oberg, instructor in anthropology and eco
nomics, will speak concerning his recent trip to Africa at an
International Relations club meeting at 7:30 o’clock Thurs
day in the Journalism school auditorium. Visiting law en

Freshmen Plan

. Matinee Mixer

For Thursday

Chief

Other officers of the dub are:
Walter Coombs, Missoula, presi
dent; Kathryn Mellor, Baker, sec
retary, and Wayne Eveland, Butte,
treasurer. Guy Fox, instructor in
history and political sdence, is the
faculty adviser for the group.

Swiss Movie
To Be Shown
By Masquers as commander of Beta X i chapter

Time Favorably Reviews
“ The Eternal Mask,”
Due This Week
Presenting

Harry M. Smith, Missoula police
chief, is sponsor of the first police
school at the university—see "Uni
versity May Get,” Page 1.
• * * *

Charter Day Convocation
Celebrates Birthday
Of University

Smasher

Barclay Craighead, son of the
late Dr. Edwin B. Craighead, third
president of the university, will
speak on “ Social Security Admin
istration” at convocation exerdses
commemorating the school’s fortyfifth charter day Thursday, Dean
R. C. Line, chairman of the pub
lic exercises committee, has an
nounced. Craighead is now a com
missioner of the Montana State
Unemployment commission.
Craighead attended the univer
sity from 1912 to 1915, getting his
B.A. and M.A. degrees later at
Gonzaga university.

Bill Lazetich led Grizzlies to vic
tory last night over State College
Bobcats — see “ University Quint
Takes,” page 3.

•

Ex-Cat

*

*

•

th e

psychological

in the mind of a man go
Security Talk conflicts
ing mad, “ The Eternal Mask,” sec
ond of the Masquer-sponsored for
Will Be Given eign pictures, will show “ a man in
search of himself” Thursday after
and night at the Roxy the
By Craighead noon
ater.

Craighead did publicity work in
the department of agriculture in
Helena, later serving on the board
of equalization. He became Sen
ator Burton K. Wheeler’s secre
tary in 1932, a position he held for
two years, and was then appointed
state housing inspector. He be
came a member of the Unemploy
ment commission in 1937.
First Charter Day

Charter day was celebrated for
the first time in 1906, and has
since been an annual event. W. L.
Murphy, Missoula attorney, gave
the principal address last year.
Dean DeLoss Smith will lead the
i Women's Glee dub in several se: lections at this year's exercises.
Sarah Jane Barclay, Helena, will
play a piano solo.
' Several
prominent speakers
Ihave been secured for future con
vocations, according to Dean Line,
I such as H. D. Rolfe, speaker of the
j house during the last session of
|the Montana legislature and pres
ident of the Montana Farmers’
union; Kirby Page, editor of
“ Christian Century” ; Sir Herbert
Ames, Canada, (sponsored by the
Carnegie Endowment for Interna
tional Peace) who is an authority
on European conditions and was
Itreasurer of the League of Na|tions for seven years, and an offi
cial connected with the Federal
Brick Breeden, Bobcat coach Bureau of Investigation (G-men).
whose high-scoring squad lost first Tentative plans, said Dean Line,
game of annual series—see “ Uni call for speakers on Sino-Japanese
versity Quint Takes,” page 3.
and Spanish situations.

of Sigma Nu. He is a member of
Pi Gamma Mu, honorary social
science fraternity; of Aeons, hon
orary senior society at William
J e w e l l , and of Interfratemity
council.
Winger and Trotter are the offi
cial William Jewell team for the
college’s western trip debates on
on its 1938 schedule. William
Jewell debaters are going on both
e a s t e r n and western trips this
year, two men going west while
two men and two women go east.

Swift action characterizes this
English-subtitled S w i s s picture
which Time reviews as “ one of the
season’s m o s t exdting melo
dramas.”
Dr. Dumartin, played by wellknown foreign actor Mathias Wieman, has discovered a serum he
believes would check the epidemic
of meningitis now sweeping the
Swiss city, filling the hospital of New Student Bi-Weekly
which he is a staff member with
W ill Be Published
cases.
February 26
Dumartin wants to try the
serum on a dying man, but con
Publication of the new student
servative Professor Tscherko (Pe
ter Petersen), head of the hospital, bi-weekly magazine has been post
poned
a week, according to Editor
(Continued on Page Four)
Phil Payne, because of the large
amount
of material submitted to
MONTANA BROADCASTS
the editorial staff.
THIS WEEK
“The readers on the editorial
board have had so much to do,”
Tuesday
said
Payne, “ that we will need an
2:00-2:30 — Montana School
other week to decide what is best
of the Air.
suited
for publication out of what
Thursday
we have on hand.
2:00-2:15 — Montana School
“ Those w hose. stories, articles
of the Air. Treasure Chest.
and poetry do not appear in the
2:15-2:30 — Montana School
first
issue will probably see their
of the Air. Answer Me This.
work in later numbers, as we in
2:45-3:00 — A W o m a n ’ s
tend to keep copies of all usable
Viewpoint. News and human
material on hand.”
events through a woman’s
Work in other branches of the
eyes, by Marguerite Hood.
magazine has been going rapidly
8:00-8:15 — Pan - America.
forward
under Jim Browning, bus
The Panama Canal and Interiness manager and assistant editor,
American Relations.
and Helen Lane, makeup editor.
The newly-formed L i n d e r m a n
club, a group of campus writers,
has offered to contribute to the
magazine, as have other groups.
“Students should not hesitate to
turn in to me or to any other mem
ber of the staff,” said Payne, “any
literary work they would like to
Sons and daughters of Rotarians see published. We need material
attending the university will be from every comer of the campus
honored with a dinner at 6:30 to give a true cross-section of stu
o’clock Thursday night in the Gold dent thought and ability.
“ We are expecting an article on
room. The Missoula Rotary club
the labor union question for our
will be host.
Les Colby, toastmaster, will in first issue, among other pertinent
troduce President George Finlay and timely material, as well as
Simmons, who will give a wel stories, poems, sketches and essays.
come to the student guests, and The magazine will be of especial
Marge Ensteness, Missoula, who interest to the English composition
classes as we plan to print the best
will respond.
The entertainment program in-1 themes submitted to the various
eludes Billy Smith Rogers and composition instructors.”
Jack Hoon, vocal solos; Kay Stil
lings and Betty Wilcomb, tap
Helena Lucille Eck, Livingston,
dancers; Oggy Zadra and his ac- has applied for a degree in medi
cordian, and C h a r l e s Luedke, |cal technology to be granted at the
sleight-of-hand artist.
end of spring quarter.

Release Date
Of Magazine
Is Postponed

Rotary Banquet

To Hoijor Sons

And Daughters

Orranlzation Will Ask Support
Of All Pharmacy Alumni
In Building Campaign
Members of Kappa Psi, men’s
national pharmaceutical honorary,
formally initiated three men at
7:30 o’clock Thursday night in
Science hall. Regent Robert Hall,
Stevensville, presided and Dr.
John Suchy, professor of phar
macy and charter member of the
organization, spoke.
The three members initiated are
John Crnich, Butte; James Hoppe,
Somers, and Leonard Rothwell,
Missoula.
After irritation several commit
tees were appointed. Plans were
formulated to contact all pharma
cists in the state. News letters an
nouncing activities of the honorary
and a request to support Kappa
Psi in the campaign to secure a
new pharmacy building will be
sent to all alumni.
Members of the honorary de
cided to invite all pharmacy fresh
men to the next meeting at 7:30
o’clock Thursday.
Members serving on committees
are Tony Gasperino, Missoula, and
Donald Vaupel, Saco, program and
pledges committee; Leonard Roth
well, Missoula; James Hoppe,
Somers, and Hilmer Hansen, Mis
soula, finance committee; John
Crnich, Butte, outing committee,
and Roy Herda, Judith Gap, social
committee.

Four Sleepy Men Retire;
Give Up Efficiency Quest
Montana’s four sleep experi
menters have decided to call it a
day and turn in. Hereafter Jim
Browning, Bill Browning, Bernard
Thompson and Ed Jewett may cut
down their unconscious hours to
six a night, but they will not run
on the varied schedules into which
they divided their time for one in
vestigational week.
Three weeks ago the four met in
Jim’s room and decided that, as
they might not be getting the maxi
mum efficiency out of their sleep,
they ought to try dividing their
rest hours differently. They would
see whether several periods of
sleep interspersed with study
would refresh them more than the
usual arrangement of seven hours
at a stretch and several more in
class.
Now, after a week of intermittant alarm-clock ringing, night
studying and careful checking of
results, the four daring experi
menters have met again, this time
to decide that the experiment
would not continue, but that the
findings of the sleep committee
should be put into practice.
“ I have come to the conclusion

Writers Club
To Be Named
For Montanan
Twenty-one Students Are
Charter Members
Of Group
Charter members of the univer
sity’s new writers group c h o s e
“ The Linderman dub” as the
name of their organization, out
lined a constitution, defined their
aims and elected Helen Lane, sec
retary, at a meeting last Sunday.
The club’s title is tentative,
pending approval of Frank B. Lin
derman, noted Montana author, in
whose honor the name was select
ed.
Campus writers met at the home
of H. W. Whicker, the club’s fac
ulty adviser, and heard a report
by Mary Gibson and Kathryn Lit
tle on a tentative constitution and
set of by-laws. The 21 charter
members decided that the group’s
purposes would be to further cre
ative effort along literary lines
with a view to publishing in cur
rent periodicals when possible and
to maintain relentlessly high
standards of criticism.
Charter members are Helen
Lane, Kathryn Little, Mary Gib(Continued on Pace Four)

that Mother Nature intended us to
sleep when we get tired,” said Bill
Browning, whose schedule called
for four one-half-hour naps begin
ning at 1:30 o’clock in the after
noon and continuing at 3:30, 6:30
and 9, plus five hours from 2 till 7
in the morning.
Bill reported that he didn’t al
ways feel sleepy when he was sup
posed to sleep.
Bernard, on the other hand,
found it hard to get in much work
during the non-sleep periods every
night. He slept from 1 to 2 o’clock
in the afternoon, evenings from 7
to 9 o’clock and from 3 till 7 in
the morning. “ I went to sleep over
my books,” said Bernard. “ I stayed
up, but I didn’t do much. My main
thoughts were on the bed. But I
was wider awake in classes than
before.”
Ed reported that, since his sched
ule had been close to his usual
hours, he had missed little sleep
and felt much the same as ever.
Indeed, he got a little too much
sleep with his two hours from 6
to 8 plus five from 2 to 7 o’clock in
the morning. “Anywhere from four
to six hours a night is most efficient
for me,” said Ed.
Jim and his roommate, Paul
O’Hare, reported that they had
both kept to Jim’s schedule when
Paul felt like it. At other times
Jim carried on alone, sleeping from
8:30 to midnight and from 3:15 to
6:45. “ I felt fine,” said Jim, “ but
the darn room was cold. Another
disadvantage was that I had to go
to bed at 8:30 while North hall
doesn’t close till 9:30. But for theman who is interested in nothing
but study it would be fine.”
All four agreed that six hours’
sleep would be enough for them
from now on and they would re
duce their present allowance to
this minimum. They decided to
take slow walks after meals in
stead of naps, to study at night un
til they got tired and then to go to
sleep. When studying under pres
sure they will take short naps be
tween study periods.
“ We want a system,” said Bill,
“ which can be used day in and day
out and will give the maximum
efficiency.”

Commander to Inspect
ROTC Unit May 12
Commanding officer of the Ninth
Corps Area of the United States
Army will make the annual in
spection of the Reserve Officers
Training Corps unit here May 12,
according to word received by
Lieutenant-Colonel Eley P. Den
son, commanding officer of the
Montana ROTC unit.

University May Get
Annual Police School
Led by Federal Men
Permanency Suggested by Agent H. E. Anderson;
Harry M. Smith, City Chief, Other
Officials Approve Idea
Possibility that Montana State university, the Federal
Bureau of Investigation and local officers may co-operate to
offer an annual school at the university for the prevention of
crime was voiced at the opening of the police school yesterday

Men’s Division
Of Song Finals

■^morning. H. E. Anderson, FBI
agent in charge of Montana, Idaho,
Alberta and Saskatchewan, suggested the permanent school. He
said the FBI would furnish as
many instructors as the classes re
quired.

To Be Tonight
Finals in the men’s song con
test scheduled for halftime of
the Montana-Montana S t a t e
game last night were postponed
and will be at tonight’s game.
Members of the song groups
that will compete tonight are:
Phi D e l t a Theta— Charles
Mueller, Deer Lodge; Walt MUlar, Butte, and Jack Hagens,
Missoula.
Phi S i g m a Kappa—Sam
Smith, Billings; Gene Phelan,
,
,
.
. „ ,
„
’
Chinook; August Zadra, Mis,
’ „
’
soula, and Sam Marra, Havre.
Maverick men—Charles Hastey, Butte; Fred Barrett, Leon
ard Kuffel and Elmer Barrett,
Missoula.
Tri-Delt defeated Alpha Chi
Omega and Kappa Kappa Gam
ma Thursday at the Oregon
State basketball game to win the
women’s division of the contest.

Chief of Police Harry M. Smith,
who obtained the present school,
and other Missoula officials heart
ily approved the idea.
President George Finlay Sim
mons said the matter had been dis
cussed last summer and expressed
himself in favor of adding crimIinology courses to the curriculum.
He pointed out that many obstacles,
|chiefly financial, would have to be
Iovercome before definite plans
j could be made.
I T_ v.-____ _ _ , ,
. ,, ,
In his opemng address to the law
__ .
„
. ,
enforcement o f f i c e r s yesterday
morning, Dr. Simmons offered' uni
versity co-operation and laboratory
facilities to Montana police depart
ments.
Registration
Registrations' for the school list
ed entries from many neighboring
cities and included Chief of Police
H. V. Carman from Glasgow and
Vic Holmquist of Kellogg, Idaho.
Eighty-three persons had signed up
yesterday afternoon.

Catholic Club The school, open only to law en
forcement officers, c o n t i n u e s
Saturday. Classes are con
Will Publish through
ducted in the forestry school libra
ry. Specialists in all branches of
News-Letter crime detection and prevention are
instructors.

Mary Beth Clapp Chosen
Editor of Bulletin
Sunday
Joe McDowell, Deer Lodge,
Newman Foundation committee
chairman, appointed Mary Beth
Clapp, Missoula, editor of a Foun
dation news-letter at the Newman
club monthly breakfast Sunday.
The news-letter will publicize
the Foundation to Montana Cath
olics. The publication wiU be
made up of four letter size pages.
(Continued on Page Four)

ATTEND CONVOCATIONS
President George Finlay Sim
mons today issued a special plea
for good attendance at the Char
ter day convocation Thursday.
With convocation a u d i e n c e s
growing steadily smaller in past
weeks, President Simmons made
the following statement;
“ If attendance drops too low
convocations wiU be dropped
and regular class schedule will
be substituted. There is no point
in continuing the convocations
if only two or three hundred
students show enough interest to
attend.”

Good Pictures
Are Received,
Says Yphantis
“Extremely satisfactory photo
graphs have been received for the
Amateur Camera Exhibition Feb
ruary 20 to 27,” Professor George
Yphantis, chairman of fine arts
department, said yesterday.
A committee of artists will make
the final selection of photographs.
Not more than ten may be sub
mitted by one person, and all must
be uniformly mounted, but not
framed.
For convenience a local studio
will provide a 15x20-inch mat,
and mount the prints. They must
be left at the downtown studio by
6 o’clock Thursday.
Contestants submitting photo
graphs s h o u l d ask Professor
Yphatis for further information
relating to the exhibition.

Anderson, whose headquarters
are in Butte, discussed the inves
tigative departments of the United
States government and explained
laws outlining the jurisdiction of
the FBI.
Stolen Cars
Transporting a stolen car across
state lines is another federal of
fense. All law violations on Indian
reservations are brought to the at
tention of the FBI if one of the
parties involved is an Indian.
Crimes on the high seas involving
an American vessel, cqmes on m il
itary reservations and investiga
tion of war risk claims—everything
not handled by other federal agen
cies—come under FBI jurisdiction.
William R. Jarrell, Seattle treas
ury department official, explained
the method and extreme care used
in printing currency. There are 21
checks for each of the. sheets of
special paper which eventually be
comes a bill. The treasury depart
ment had little trouble, he said,
with attempts' to counterfeit the
$1,000,000 treasury bill or the
$100,000 note on which appears a
picture of President Woodrow Wil
son.
For the benefit of squeamish
stamp-lickers, Jarrell “revealed”
that the gum is made of tapioca
flour and water.
Future Discussions
Topics scheduled for discussion
later in the week include the sci
ence of fingerprints, investigation
at the scene of a fire, juvenile de
linquency, psychology of the ab
normal criminal, handling prison
ers, coroner and police duties at
the scene of death, alien laws, nar
cotics, ballistics and use of fire
arms, night arms and gas.
Instructors are Albert Elliott, U.
S. Treasury department; Warden
Bergstrom of the state prison; Fred
Schilling, Missoula city attorney;
A. C. Dorr, president of. the state
industrial school; University Pro
fessor E. A. Atkinson; Guy Stucky,
Missoula county coroner; L. C.
Boedecker, chief of Montana high
way patrol; County Attorney
George F. Higgins; P. G. Fraser,
district superintendent of the bu
reau of customs; Thomas L. Wyckoff, acting district director of the
immigration a n d naturalization
service; Dr. A. T. Haas, and I. E.
Nitschke, FBI firearms expert.

THE
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and heart disease; 65,000 people are totally
deaf; 75,000 are deaf and dumb; 300,000 have
permanent spinal injuries; 500,000 are blind;
1,000,000 more are permanent cripples; two
persons on the relief income level are dis
abled for one week or longer for every person
better off economically; in relief families one
of every 20 family heads is disabled; relief
and low-income families are sick longer and
more often than better-financed families.
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Mr. Valentine
Goes Modern

MONTANA

was inclined to praise Tom Camp
bell’s Warwick, Don Hopkins as
La Tremouille, BUI (La Hire)
BarUey, BiU Baucus as Arch
(Editor’s note: Tbe Montana bishop, Robert Spicher’s StogumKaimin opens this column to cam ber, Boyd Cocherell as Ladvenu,
pus comment and is not respons Jack Chisholm as Canon D’Estlvet,
ible for fact, point of view, decision and Mrs. Flint’s tapestries. We
and structure of the communica woul dilke to add Harold Hanson
tion. The Kaimin will show no as the EngUsh Soldier, Walter
partiality regarding publication of King as the Gentleman of 1920,
communications. However, t h e y Bob Sykes as Captain Robert de
must have been written by either Baudricourt, Virgil McNab’s Bluemembers of the student body or heard, Tom Hood’s lights and Bob
members of the university faculty Warren’s feats to this list, but we
and signed by the author. Such dare not.
communications will be published
It was indeed a happy day for
unedited in this oolihnn.)
us that so much money was spent
on costumes from New York, be
cause the Kaimin’s Parker ap
Dear Editor:
We, the individuals who worked proved. We shall remember this
for many hours on the Masquers’- detail. In the future for a more
recent production, Shaw’s SAINT convincing river scene the stage
JOAN, humbly fall upon our knees hands wUl waylay the Missoula
to the infallible busy KAIMIN river and persuade it through the
critic. We are indeed sorry that auditorium. It is most deplorable
we could not penetrate his egotism that the tent setting displeased the
enough to warrant a decent review said critic, for we are too dense to
for once, but then who are we to offer suggestions for improvement.
think that SAINT JOAN was a Perhaps he can.
We realize that we as students
good play when one “ far our su
perior in learning and eloquence” have absolutely no right to criti
cize
the policy of the Kaimin, but
decided to think that the play was
when on bended knee we beg that
rotten?
Of course we are very sorry that a university activity, which turns
Virginia Cook lacked experience. out to be really good and is ac
(She has appeared as a star in cepted by the public as such, the
only four plays in Kalispell plus Kaimin reporter should put aside
GAMMER GURTON’S NEEDLE.) personal inflation and call it good.
Sincerely, (hoping that this will
We also shed tears because we
be printed)
dared entertain the idea tjiat Vir
KATHERINE PARKINS.
ginia was the star of the evening

Communications

Nineteenth c e n t u r y sentimentality has and accidents?
passed, at least according to the modern val
Most blame for the depression and reces
entine. Messages are now addressed to chil sion goes to economics, government, business
dren instead of sweethearts.
and unions and people look to these same
A New York museum has installed an ex forces to effect a recovery without realizing
hibition to recall the sentimentalities of the the boost they could give recovery by using
1800’s when swains wrote poems to their care and common sense in an effort to reduce
sweethearts, carefully inscribed them on bits sickness costs.
of lace paper, rang a doorbell, and then van
ished behind the nearest lamp-post to watch
Montana’s Panhellenic
how their greeting was received.
In the exhibition are elaborate and hand Points to Co-operation
made valentines with drawings and tender
Following a suggestion made by National
hand-written verses. Beginning with 1840 Panhellenic council, Montana’s council has
valentines were manufactured instead of be begun a study of the various sororities repre and deserved recognition as such
for an unusually brilliant per
ing hand made, although senders often wrote sented on the campus.
formance of a very difficult role.
verses in addition to the lavish scenes with
Friendliness among the houses is essential And you, gentle public, would be
which the missives were adorned.
if the council is to act effectively in affairs wise to hang your head in shame
Later came valentines built upon suc which concern sorority women. A knowledge for thinking thus also. The Dor
cessive layers o f paper and opening accordion of each national organization will create a othy Parker of the KAIMIN has
fashion. Then valentines began to follow the better feeling, and with the aims and activi spoken.
As for Gerald Evans’ portrayal
trend of greeting cards. Recently comic val ties of each known by all the viewpoint on the
of the Bishop of Beauvais, I must,
entines have been introduced and these are fraternity world w ill be broadened.
with all due •humility, point out
being sent to children. The absence of senti
Notable in the past at the university has on behalf of the Masquers that if
mentality is characteristic of the modern day. been a strong rivalry which has deteriorated his rapid recitation of lines caused

Is Recovery Possible
Without Health?
Today probably 6,000,000 people in the
United States are too sick to go to work,
school or attend to their customary activities.
Each day the nation’s citizens are burdened
by having to care for one out of every 20
persons in its population, an illness total that
approximates the population of Texas.
This is one of the facts brought to light by
the recent release of a health report by United
States Surgeon-General Thomas Parran. The
report is based on actual health and economic
records of 2,660,000 individuals living in every
part of the United States and every type of
community, of every economic level of so
ciety and every age group. Using these case
histories as a basis for estimations involving
the total population the above and following
facts were secured:
Every man, woman and child (on an aver
age) suffers ten days of incapacity annually;
the average youngster is sick in bed seven
days of the year, the average oldsters 35 days;
42 per cent of the persons sick each day suffer
from such chronic diseases as rheumatism,
hardening of the arteries, nervous diseases

council meetings and activities. Rushing has
been the point of frequent differences, but by
eliminating defunct rules there has been a
decided improvement. Taking suggestions
from other collegiate councils, from the na
tional council and remembering past experi
ences, the local, council, is reorganizing its
rushing rules to compare with more success
ful regulations in other schools. Rushing in
all American colleges is being revolutionized
to keep up with larger enrollment, more de
mands upon the organizations, and changing
conditions in the schools.
In former years, the council’s work has
been confined almost entirely to regulating
rush periods. The irecent trend has been to
strengthen every member sorority. It is the
hope of the N. P. C. to have every collegiate
council a unified body, directing the groups
toward more effective management, over
coming individual and group difficulties, mak
ing the best rushing regulations suited to each
campus, and fortifying “ Greek Row.”
Such endeavor on the part of Montana
should show in a short time more favorable
relations, a stronger collegiate Panhellenic
council and better organizations. Sororities
will be co-operating instead of competing in
a way to weaken the entire fraternity system.
NO — AND EV/EM
W HEN IT S
GOING ITPUU.S
HARD A ND

TASTES BITTER I

one syllable to be lost, the promp
ter would have missed it; and I
dare suggest that perhaps the
critic could not focus his attention
long enough on Shaw’s poignant
speeches to reach an understand
ing. The basis for this statement
is founded upon Evans’ Ancus
Martius of SABINE WOMEN
fame. The critic did not object to
the more rapid recitation of those
lines, and that was last year’s best.
Another trifle that I must hum
bly point out is that even if Jack
Wright’s Dauphin s m o t h e r e d
laughs, he was appreciated by an
audience that was ignorant enough
to laugh at the smothered lines.
In defense of Mike Skones as
Jack Dunois, the Bastard of Or
leans, we will considerately skip
the fact that the critic knew what
he would say about Dunois before
he came to the rehearsal, and in
cidentally we are sorry that Shaw
did not intend for Dunois to roar
as a social lion. We refer the critic
to the preface to the play.
Of course one realizes how easy
it is for even the best journalist
to make a mistake and “ this one
was a veritable howler.” Robert
Kretzer did not get credit for the
part of the Inquisitor and his long
speech. Instead Heath Bottomly
was praised by the critic and that
praise was lifted by the uninter
ested Daily Missoulian. Bottomly
was the supposedly comic Canon
de Corcelles, a very minor part
concerning the Bishop’s horse.
We are thankful that the critic

CO M M U N IT Y
STUDENTS 15c
Except Saturday and Sunday
Nights

PETER, i ’l l w a g e r i t ’s n o t
"WE PIPE AT ALL - ITS PROft
THE TOBACCO. FILL UP WITH
THIS PRINCE ALBERT.
ITS CRIMP CUT T O
p a c k r ig h t , t h a t
INSURES E A S T
DRAWING AN
c o o l ,Sw e e t
^ s m o k in g

^

IVE ^

ALW AVS
M EANT
TO T R T
PRINCE
ALBER TTHANKS rJ

VS

Wednesday and Thursday!

I A THOUSAND THANKS TO YOU )
JUDGE. BESIDES THE GRAND'
L WAY IT DRAWS. RA. IS TH E L
^M ILD E ST, TASTIEST TOBACCO
"

"

CHESTER M ORRIS
— In —

11 EVER SMOKED

“Flight From Glory”
— Plus —

i

“SP E E D TO S P A R E "
Also Musical. Comedy
“ An Independent Theatre"

EXHUMED

PRINCE ALBERT 1$ A SHREWD BUY,
PIPE-SM O KERS! P.A.HAS MORE
OF WHAT YOU WANT — MILDER/
M ELLOW ER SMOKING-

MORE PLAYBOY PORTRAITS
(From the Poisoned Pen of
the Stooge)

50

APPLIES FOB DEGREE
Carol Marie Hambleton, Mis
soula, has applied to the registrar’s
office for a bachelor of arts degree
in physical education and for a
university certificate of qualifica
tion to teach, to be granted at the
end of spring quarter.

MONTANA TEACHERS
Enroll Immediately for 1938
23 Years Superior Placement
Service. Member N.A.T.A.

Huff Teachers Agency
Just Off the Campus
University Avenue and Helen

The
First National Bank
THE FinST AND OLDEST
NATIONAL BANK IN
MONTANA

room.
Mr. and Mrs. George Higgins,
Missoula, were Sunday dinner
guests of Alpha Tau Omega.
Rose Davies, Helena, was a
week-end guest of Elsie Holmstrum at the Kappa Delta house.
Dr. and Mrs. Cook and daugh
ters, Rachel and Virginia, Kalis
pell, were Sunday dinner guests
of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Helen Margaret Lowery, Great
Falls, was a week-end guest at the
Kappa Kappa Gamma house.

District Advisor
Visits Chapter

D. G.’s Initiate
Ten Pledges
Delta Gamma initiated the fol
lowing women Sunday morning
and entertained them at a dinner
that evening: Helen Holloway,
Butte; Mary Frances Laird, Butte;
Joan Kennard, Great Falls; Helen
Hyder, Philipsburg; Irene Stimson, Poison; Helen Gibb, Belton;
Kay Stillings, Missoula; Dorothy
Schramm, Missoula; Effiellen Jef
fries, Missoula, and Jean Burnett,
Missoula.
Sunday dinner guests of Phi
Delta Theta were Mr. and Mrs. J.
Taylor, Missoula.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon announces
the pledging of Jack Thelan, Great
Falls.
Mrs. Cook, Missoula, and Fran
ces Peterson were. Sunday dinner
guests of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Phi Sigma Kappa announces the
pledging of Walter Martin, Miles
City, and Gerald Sporleder, Con
rad.
Sunday dinner guests at North
hall were William Hall, George
Barker, Jim Foster, Barney Ryan,
Walt Martin and John Kuzich.
Mrs. Martin Hutchins, Missoula,
was a Sunday dinner guest at Cor
bin hall.
r

Prescription f o r t h e
blues! A sure cure for
the mid-quarter “ low.”
A new hat is the cure
that every feminine, stu
dent needs. None over

$1 .9 8

Dotty Dunn Hat Shop
1
130 N. HIGGINS
Across from Penney’s

WILMA
WEDNESDAY ONLY

Gladys George
Franchot Tone

“ Love Is a Headache”
WED.-SAT.

MONTANA

“ STELLA DALLAS”

M ASQ U ERS

Barbara Stanwyck

Present

On the same program, a real
race track thriller —

"THE
ETERNAL
MASK”

“ Devil Drivers”

Prize-winning Swiss film.
German dialogue and Eng
lish sub-titles.
— Also —

— With —

RIALTO
LAST TIMES TODAY

“The Last Gangster”
Edward G. Robinson
— Also —

“Tarzan’s Revenge”

"M A R C H O F T IM E ”

LIBERTY

Shows at
2:00,7:00 and 9:00 p. m.

“They W on’t Forget”

TUES.-WED.

Claude Rains
HIT NO. 2

Thurs., Feb. 17
Admission 25c

Stuart Erwin
Betty Furness

“All-American Chump”

ROXY

TO STOCK UP!
College Outline
Series

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
Borg Jewelry and
Optical Co.
Eyes Tested — Glasses Fitted

Dr. E. L. Williams
Chiropractor
Foot Ailments
Masonic Temple — Phone 37J5

Dr. W. H. Pardis
Chiropractor
Equipped with X-ray and
Neurocalometer
HAMMOND ABCADE

Dr. A . G. Whaley

On the table used to be a luxury. Meat on the table
is now common sense.

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway — Phone 4104

mm'

DaCo Means Common Sense

JOHN R. DAILY, Inc.

Oeertfefct. 1*58. R. J. RaraoMa TotecmOs,

|

FringeAlbert

J-

Missoula’s Rotary club enter-*
SOCIAL CALENDAR
tains all university students whose
fathers are Rotarians at its annual
. Wednesday, February 16
Son and Daughter dinner Thurs Mortar Board D inner
day night. North and Corbin halls
__________ .Central Board Room
are combining their winter quar
Thursday, February 17
ter formals Friday night, making Rotarian Collegiate Son and
one big dance in the Gold room.
Daughter Dinner___ Gold Room
And the Phi Sigs stage their tra
Friday, February 18
ditional Coffee Dan’s Saturday Residence Halls Formal_______
night.
_____ ______________ Gold Room
Saturday, February 19
Kappa Delta_____________Fireside
Sig Eps Entertain
Theta Chi_______________Fireside
A t Dinner Dance
Kappa Alpha Theta______ Formal
Sigma Phi Epsilon’s winter Phi Sigma Kappa___ Coffee Dan’s
quarter dance was held Saturday
at the Elks’ temple, with a formal and Acting Dean Mary Elrod Fer
dinner preceding in the banquet guson. Chaperons were Mr. and
room of the Montmartre. Chap Mrs. A. C. Cogswell, Lieutenanterons were Professor and Mrs. Colonel and Mrs. E. P. Denson, and
Charles W. Waters and Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Garlington.
Mrs. H. W. Whicker.
The dance was held in the Gold

L in e

MEAT

FULLER, RICHER BODY!

pipofuU of frafntnt tobacco in
•Y«rjr 2-ox. tin of Prince Albert

Society

“ The boy stood on the burning
Mrs. Edna Jackson Stenger,
deck.”
Boise, Idaho, one of the district
Everybody knows that line, but
advisors for Theta province of
who, beyond a few cosmic humor
Delta Delta Delta, visited the local
ists who submit “Eating peanuts
chapter over the week-end. Alum
by the peck” knows the second
nae, active and pledge members
line? What other parts of the
met at the house Sunday afternoon
Roman anatomy did Anthony re for a songfest and tea in honor of
quest from his hearers after be Mrs. Stenger.
ginning “ Friends, Romans, coun
trymen, lend me your ears” ?
Mr. and Mrs. A. Eiselein and
The truth is (and you can bet daughter, Louise, Roundup, were'
that some unpleasant statement campus visitors last week-end.
like the national debt will follow
Guests at the annual Sigma Chi
that opening; one always does) winter quarter dinner dance were
that we, as a class (and that means ^President George Finlay Simmons
US) are only too prone to learn
the first line of some famous quo McLean . . . hails from Texas
tation and not the rest of it. It where he learned to rope steers at
would be hard to say just why we the tender age of three . . . has
are' so prone unless it’s the result difficulty controlling his temper
of being laid end to end in all (looks bad for the Stooge) . . .
those fascinating statistics which adores remarks about his henna
illustrate the number of grapefruit locks . . . prefers blondes (beg par
eaters in Peoria. You know, “ If ail don, suh, A Blonde) . : . thinks the
the people who voted Republican Big Apple is kid stuff . . . spends
in the last election were laid end considerable time haunting a local
to end they would reach from theater . . . see Eddie Flynn for
Maine to Vermont” or “ If all the details as to what "Cowboy” eats
drunks at th e --------------------- (sub for breakfast.
stitute any fraternity but yours)
dances were laid end to end it
Masquer Mutterings
would be a darn good idea.”
What goes on in the Masquer
Oh, yes, quotations. Well, if you
office as recorded on the office
want to read any further, you can
typewriter by Tom Campbell. The
find out that the second line about
slight lack of continuity may be
the b. oh the b. deck is “ Whence
due to Campbell’s inability to keep
all but him had fled.” Anyone who
up or the nervous strain engen
can fill in more than three of the
dered by the fact that “ Saint
following quotations should change
Joan” was to be produced the fol
his major and start taking Eng
lowing week-end:
lish. If he’s already taking Eng
Still it’s a small world . . . Oh
lish he’d better change anyway.
it’s a beaut . . . Mulligan . . . Well,
He probably knows more than the my dear man . . . All you have to
profs and we don’t want any class
do is pul l . . . Well if you’d tell all
wars on this campus.
your friends not to smoke . . . Did
1. To be or not to be, that is
you give him t hat . . . A couple of
the question. (Not “ TB or not TB”
(Continued on Jfejtt Four)
as the fellow said while awaiting
the results of his Mantoux test.)
2. Water, water everywhere.
3. Stone walls do not a prison Walford Electric Co.
make
244 N. HIGGINS AVE.
Nor iron bars a cage.
Phone 3566
4. Music hath charms to soothe
the savage breast.
| Exclusively Electrical
5. The race is not always to the
swift.
6. Hope springs eternal in the
human breast.
7. The quality of mercy is not
strained.
Answers at the bottom of the
column. Try them on your friends
and then send for EXHUMED’s
complete course on how to be un
popular.

Bruce “ Just Call Me Cowboy”

SMOKE 20 FRAGRANT PIPEFULS of Prince Albert. If j
don’t find it tbe mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco
erer smoked, return tbe pocket tin with tbe re
tbe tobacco in it to us at any time within a m
from this date, and we will refund full purchase p
plus posta«e. [Signed R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Winston-Salem, North Cart

Tuesday, February 15,1938

KAIMIN

1

115 W. Front St—Phone 2181

Branch — MODEL MARKET
Phone 2835

5 0 M AJO R COLLEGE
SUBJECTS IN REVIEW

Dr. Florence Spon
Chiropractor
Palmer System— Phone 3562

A S S O C IA T E D
ST U D EN T S’ STO RE

Neurocalometer Service

O n the Campus

Comfortable and Efficient
Vision

Dr. A . E. Ostroot
Optometrist

205-207 MONTANA BLDG.

|
I

T ffE

Tuesday, February 15,1933

MONTANA

KAIMIN
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Grizzlies Tumble Cats From Publicity Pinnacle
University Quint Takes
Staters Over Hurdles
By Score of 55-47

SAEs Retain Colorless Beavers Stumble
Bowling Lead
Through to Ragged Victory
Geil, ATO, Sets Record Oregon State Holds Early Lead With Close Checking
For Season’s Games ,
To Defeat Tired Grizzlies 37 to 28 ;
With 631 Pins
Kehbe’s 14 Tops Scorers

Lazetich, Nugent Shine as Locals Lower the Boom
On Vaunted All-Americans From Farm
Country; Exurn Sings Blues

Interfratemity bowling league
opened the season’s second round
Saturday with Sigma Alpha Epsi
lon still in first place. The SAE’s
smashed out two wins in three
starts over Phi Delta Theta to
remain in the pace-setting role.
Sigma Chi failed to gain in the
standings by dropping one game
in three to Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Alpha Tau Omega featured the be
ginning of the second half race by
dropping Sigma Nu three times.
Don Geil, ATO, led his mates to
victory by setting a new season’s
record of 631 pins. Schwanke,
Phi Delt, held the old record with
616 pins. Geil also holds the alltime Interfraternity high with 665
made in 1936.
Phi Delt No. 2 took over first
place in No. 2 league with two out
of three from SAE No. 2. Sigma
Nu No. 2 defaulted again, this time
to Phi Sigma Kappa. Sanderson,
Phi Delt rolled 237 for the sea
son’s single game high in No. 2
league.
LEAGUE NO. 1
SAE—
1st 2nd 3rd T tl
Higham ........ 176 186 166 528
P eterson ___ 179 176 165 520
F lin t_______ 188 194 169 551
W o o d _______ 163 206 136 505
Hartwig_____ 234 195 152 581

Montana deflated an overstuffed bubble last night The
“ great” Bobcats, who started out with confident smiles, turned
into a panic—a grade school panic—as the Grizzlies swept to
a 55-47 triumph... Burly Bill Lazetich, smashing Cats right and
left, paced the scorers with 14fpoints. Twenty - Four - Points-a- glories took time out twice within
Game Exum's record was slightly two minutes. Lazzo and Tiger Joe
tarnished as the man who has been matched Little and Cosner to
compared to Hank Luisetti chalked boost the count 49-38.
I Stop Smiling
up only 11 points. Ogle also man
aged to collect 11 points.
Those wide-open Cats started
out like the team their competi
tion made them appear. Cosner
and Exum scored immediately
alter the tip for a 4-0 lead. Chumrau and Thomson grabbed a point
apiece but Corbin added a goal
and Exum a gift toss to stretch the
lead 7-2. Miller’s push shot plus
Lazetich’s gratis toss rattled the
farm hands. Seyler made it 7-6
at Little's expense.
Lazetich hooked a rebound and
then the Aggies went up in the
rafters and couldn’t be coaxed
down all night, not even by their
pleading coach.
Little tied it up on Thomson’s
foul. Chumrau fouled Exum but
the hot-shot failed to come
through. Lazetich sent the Griz
zlies into the van, 9-8.

By this time, Little, Exum and
Ogle had lost their victory grim
aces and were racing around in
circles trying to follow the Griz
zlies’ fast passing. Despite Little’s
shots from the keyhole, Montana
maintained an 11-point lead as
Merrick collected on Feldman’s
foul to make the scoreboard show
55-44. Tooter Mike Henry tossed
Ty Robinson from the fracas but
refused to divulge the reason. “El
Capitan” Ogle hung a free throw
and Feldman a howitzer to end
the scoring and'the Cat’s reputa
tion for invincibility.
Officials Westfall and Henry
ejected two Cat warriors and three
Grizzlies on personals. Chumrau
left the floor early. Ryan, Corbin,
Seyler and Cosner were thrown
out in the second period.
If the Bobcats aren’t hiding
from their publicity agents, the
Hold It
two
rivals wUl clash again tonight.
Permanent Twenty-Four-Points
P. S. The Bobcats won the
Exum hung a side toss for the
Cats, who took the lead 10-9. The Rocky Mountain title.
B ox Score
referee caught Corbin holding
hands and Robinson made good the
FG FT PFTps
Montana—
charity throw. Ogle and Ryan Lazetich, f ____
2 10 2 14
hung setups then Chumrau sank Thomson, f
1 4
1 2
„
a pusher. Ambidextrous Nugent Seyler, c ______ __ 3
7
1 4
and Lazetich stretched the edge to Chumrau, g
3
. 1 1 4
18-15 and the Cats took time out, Miller, g
6
0 2
3
a frequent occurrence.
6
0 4
Ryan, c-f _____ __ 3
The rest failed to settle the fren- Robinson,c-f __
1 3
1
0
zied Cats and Breeden's crew was Nugent, g
4 2 3 10
washed up for the evening. Cor- Shields, g ........
1 0
1
0
bin tossed the ball repeatedly Sundquist, f _____ 0
0
0 0
from one end of the floor to the Flynn, f ______ __ 0
0
0 0
other and the happy crowd soon Mariana, g ____ __ 0
2 0 2
got used to the Aggie style of play. Merrick, g ........ __ 0
1 0
1
,__ __ __ __
Before halftime, tough competition had MSC about as smooth as
Totals
17 21 23 55
a tractor. Interim count was 28Montana State— FG FT PF Tps
20 with the Grizzlies in front.
4 3 3 11
Lazetich opened the second-half
1 3 7
3
offensive with a cinch. Corbin
1 11
3 5
and Miller exchanged baskets. A
1 4
’ 2
5
lost ball in the crowd gave ex-Cat
9
3 3 4
Breeden an opportunity to get his
1 0
0 0
All-Americans down from the
2 0 3 4
beams but the Grizzlies had them
0
0 0 0
treed. Ogle, Exum and Corbin
brought the Peerless Pussies with
Totals ______ __17 1 19 47
in range, 34-28, but the Grizzly
Helena;
Officials: . Westfall,
pace was too hot.
Montana really switched on the Henry, Butte.
heat as Nugent, Seyler, Ryan and
Lazetich all spun the leather
through the cords. The crowd be
gan to get incomfortable, shying
from the Bobcat hog-wild passes.
Bozeman’s Blue and Gold morning
Burke McNamer has taken on a
blue-black appearance about the
jaws. Come March 17, the face
may be completely obscured.
“No shave," say Burke and $5.
The
Ray Wine and $5 are opposed to
the idea.
Meanwhile, interested specta
tors find a reforestation project in
Missoula Merc. Co.
the law sch'ool unusual—if a little
Offers tfie best lines — terrifying when one remembers
that old Bluebeard story.

Student Lawyer

Goes “ Forester”

College Shop
style, quality, economy.
— DOBBS HATS
— ABBOW SHIRTS
— ARROW TEES
— ABBOW
KEBCHIEFS
— BBADLEY
SWEATERS
— GBAYCO TIES
— ELECTRIC
RAZORS
— SKI CLOTHES
— PIPES

TRY OUR CLEANING
You’ll like the difference.

New Method Cleaners
Phone 4737

Totals __
Phi Delts—
G a lle s ______
A nd rew s___
Schwanke__
Ober _______
Seymour ____
Handicap____

Radio Repairing
Tubes Tested Free

NORTHWEST RADIO

157
148
181
158
150
20

189
147
169
157
200
20

Totals___ 814

882

Warden Receives

Hospital Position

(Continued on Page Four)

178 493
182 532
20 60
879 2575

T Y PE W R IT ER S
S old — Rented — Repaired
CONVENIENT TERMS

Sigma Chi— 1st 2nd 3rd T tl
M cC la in ____ 157 193 180 530
(Continued on Page Four)

Lister Typewriter Service
No. 21 Hammond Arcade

Phone 2457

FEATURED IN
O Stjulte—MARCH

Whadja Say, John?

Midland To Use
W ith M ainline Stripes, A rrow ushers in an

Uiary Of Priest

im portant trend in shirtings— the trend to
ward colored sateen stripes set fa r apart on

By JOHN CAMPBELL

This week brings two defending champions to the Montana
court. The Bobcats defend their state intercollegiate title and
Washington State strives to protect last year’s Cougar hoop
laurels, the northern division crown. ..So the game-stale Griz
zlies will climb into their basketball togs four times this week
before getting a short-lived respite. Last night’s battle with
the 1938 version o f the famed Golden Bobcats made it nine
games in two weeks for Dahlberg’s men.
The Bobcats, however, are in fine physical fettle. They have
not been tired this year, because nobody has played them. The
Cats have run all opposition into the ground, winning 14 of 16
games. Tw o losses come from the National AAU champs, Den
ver Safeways. Tonight marks the fourth and last year that
Eddie Exum and William Ogle, 1937 All-Rocky Mountain
hoopers, w ill play for MSC in Missoula.

Gregory Mengarini, a Jesuit
priest who came to the wilds of
Oregon 97 years ago, will tell his
story to northwest readers this
spring and summer when Frontier
and Midland publishes his diary
in the historical section of the
magazine’s next two issues.
Edited by A. J. Partoll, formerly
an instructor at the university, the
diary will tell the adventures of
the young priest, bom in Rome,
who in 1840 answered Father De
Smet’s call for volunteers for the
Rocky mountain missions.
Between 1841 and 1850 Men
garini lived in the- Bitter Root
valley, where his work was chiefly
concerned with the Flathead In
dians. He deserves equal credit
with Fathers De Smet and Point,
according to Frontier, for the
founding of St. Mary’s mission.

Cat Sketches: Prior to last night Eddie Exum had played a
315-point tune on the baskets this season to be ranked as one
o f the highest scorers in the nation. Bill Ogle’s brother is Ed
Ogle, Grizzly footballer last year. Forward Dick Little is the
NOTICE!
speed-ball artisan who beaned Paul Szakash in a State league
The free-throw contest ends
baseball game at Anaconda last summer. Frankie Strong is Friday.
All contestants must
the elusive little quarterback who was the only Aggie able to complete tosses by this time.
HARRY ADAMS.
gain in the 19-0 Grizzly-Bobcat grid classic at Butte.
Last week-end those vanquishing Vandals did what no other
team has been able to do this season: Pluck handsome feathers
from the title-bound Oregon Ducks two nights in a row. Idaho’
was Twogood for Oregon.

Phone 3733

The northern division pennant chase has settled down to a
three-way fight between the favored Webfeet, the ex-champ
Cougars and the dark horse Vandals. With the exception of
Idaho and OSC, every team has found out how it feels to perch
atop o f the heap. We hope the Vandals get their chance to sit
up there—and then stay there to walk o ff with the flag.
Heading a promising array of cinder scintillators at Notre
Dame this spring is Joseph Gregory Rice, former Missoula
High athlete and holder of the Montana Interscholastic halfmile and mile run records. Greg Rice, a junior at South Bend,
now holds the NCAA record for the two-mile run with a 9
minute 14.2 second time. The Central Collegiate conference
indoor mile record is also held by the sturdy Missoula youth
who got his first practice b y running his daily paper route
some years ago.

George Juke

957

Montana to score with long shots,’
the Grizzlies being unable to pene
trate the close-checking Beaver
zone defense. The Beavers, led by
Chester Kebbe, veteran guard who
counted 14, solved the Grizzly de
fense for many setups and push- Horace Warden, ’33,’ has received
shots.
an intemeship appointment to the
Oregon State started with bas Marine hospital in Bremerton,
kets by Roy Pflugrad and Chet Wash., according to his brother,
Kebbe. Charlie Miller, high-point Merritt Warden, Roundup.
man for the Grizzlies with eight
The graduate of the Montana
points, kept his team going with pre-medical school received his
free throws and long tries. Kebbe M.D. at the University of Chicago
then went on a scoring spree to in December, and has been an
lengthen the Beaver lead to 17-11. interne in Roseland Community
Beaver Stu Warren and Paul hospital there. Warden is married
Chumrau countered with push to the former Joy Browning, ’33.
shots to make the score 20-13 for He is a member of Sigma Alpha
Oregon State at half-time.
Epsilon; she, of Sigma Kappa.
Slats Gills’ screen type of of
fense, coupled with sharp passes,
netted a barrage of goals as the
second half got under way. ManIt’s Better Dry Cleaning
dic and Harris extended the lead
Dial 2161
to 31-21. Grizzly scoring guns
went haywire, missing scores of
Florence Laundry Co.
shots. After Pflugrad and Kebbe
had swished the netting to give the
Gillmen a wide lead, Chumrau,
Miller and Flynn pitched in last788 2685 minute shots.
Frank Nugent, starting his first
172 518 game, turned in good work at de
The Home of
173 468 fensive guard. Montana was visCLOTHCRAFT CLOTHES
154 504

w hite broadcloth. S anforized. M itgga Form fit. $2.75.

Arrow didn’t ca ll it quits
a fter designing the shirts
and ties fo r each other, but
k e p t on a n d s ty le d th e
M ainline Stripe H andker
ch iefs to com plete each en 
sem ble. 50c.

N ot ev ery sh irt is lu ck y
enough to have at tie m ade
p u rp osely fo r it— but A r
row ’s M ain line S tripe Shirts

Something New
Put your bid in today.

I f it hasn’t an Arrow label,
it isn’t Arrow.

a re! N am e o f tie : M ainline
D ots, $1.50.

Opp. Postoffice

128 E. Bdway.

Sander Johnson

940

Oregon State defeated Montana in the second tilt of the
two-game series 37 to 28, holding the edge throughout the
game. In dropping a ragged contest to the Orangemen, Griz
zlies lost their seventh consecutive game. Oregon State forced

Frank Spon, Prop.

IT FAYS TO LOOK WELL

TRAIL BARBER SHOP
Corner Higgins and Broadway

CLOSEUPS AND LONGSHOTS
Jess Willard, Jr., said he didn’t like boxing, never did and
never will, so threw down his mitts and studies at WSC and
headed for California . . . This Emil “ Watch those feet” Piluso
o f Portland is reputedly the best hoop official on the coast.

Hagens Motor Co.

Keep yoar radio dial set on

1260

Yonr friendly Colombia station

ON SUNDAY,
FEBRUARY 20
there is another

SK I T R A IN
The skiers who used
Northland Skis last trip
had a swell time. For
Northland Skis come to

Barthel Hardware

A rrow D ale is endow ed w ith
A bsent in Arrow shorts are the sea t and crotch

a new kind o f non-w ilt colla r

seam s that so often cause shorts to bind and a ct

that Outwears previou s types

unpleasant. In M ainline S tripe C loth, $ 1. Under

b y m any launderings. M itoga

shirts, 5 0 c up.

F orm -fit. Sanforized. $2J50.

TheMERCANTILE»»
« « MISSOULA’S OLDEST, LARGEST A N D BBST STORE

TH E
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|Swiss

Popiel, Reed, Christenot and Thomas
Survive M Tournament Preliminaries

Movie
To Be Shown

Pinal Elimination Matches to Be Started at 4 o Clock
ccontinue fromp«« one*
Tomorrow; Twelve Men Now Qualified
wUVnot
, D* p*rate:
’

x

‘

~

|martin makes the forbidden injection. The patient dies and Dumar-

Furious Frank Popiel smashed his way into M club finals y n ^ driven out 0f his mind by the
by winning a technical knockout over Jack Connors in the reproaches of the dead man’s wife
“
B
r ' ' *ham m ered his j and
nd his own worry over the case.
155-pound class yesterday afternoon.
P opiel
case,
gam e opponent to the canvas three tim es w ithin a m inute, I Then comes the revelation that
using a vicious left hook to the^ *--------------------------------------------- the patient died of a heart ailment

MONTANA

EXHUMED
(Contlnvtd from Pace Two)

years and he’ll be a man . . . I’m
not a man, I mean a child . . .
Betty Jane . . . Talking about me
. . . Those are the things with
humps . . . No connection, I gather
. . . I wouldn’t let him . . . Cut by
censor . . . You have the right at
titude now . . . Are the programs
going to be ready? . . . Awfully
nice cut . . . The voices and bells
do you remember . : . Especially
where Jerry bounced his hair up
and down the w a ll. . . Your voice
wasn’t old enough . . . Swell for
the fourth scene. . . 0 , gentle lords
and ladies . . . The nonolulu dance
. . . Close the window . . .

KAIMIN

Tuesday, February 15,1038

Co-eds Name Club Members
Council Rules jPlayers Receive
Choose Name
. Ticket Sales
Affect Award . Football Numerals
freshman football play
son, Bill Bequette, Walter King
Committee Lovenia
Of Trophies ersEleven
have been awarded numerals
Oke, Charles Merrill
(Continued from Pact One)

Annual Ball Is Scheduled
For February 26
On Calendar

Caryl Jones, Helen Gibb, Mar
garet Miller, Pauline Steele, Kath
ryn Cope, Isabel McClintock, Bar
bara Wilsey, Joe Boileau, Kathryn
Deagan, Gayle Draper, Dorothy
Miller, Walter Kertulla, Eugene
Elliot and Eileen Byrne.
The club will offer honorary
memberships to such noted Mon
tana writers as Llnderman and
Grace Stone Coates, but students
who wish to join must do so on
the merit of a manuscript consid
ered promising by some charter
member. Newcomers will be re
garded as pledges.
Walter King, Lovenia Oke and
Mary Gibson will analyze current
magazines for the club andjreport
on their findings at the next meet
ing which will be at 3 o’clock
March 6 in the Eloise Knowles
room.

Mabelle Gould and Alice WoodThis savage-slugging boy S A E s
R e t a i n
and that Dumartin’s serum was
.....................
helping him. The rest of the picgerd, co-chairmen of ticket sales
from Beach, North Dakota,
will
for Co-ed ball February 26 have
the struggle of Tscherko
meet Dan Turanjanin of Anacon
®
I and Dr. Wendt (Tom Kraa) to re
announced their committee mem
da in the final bout.
store Dumartin’s mind so that he
bers as follows:
With a stirring rally, Ernie
(Continued from Page Thre*
Independents, Ann Picchloni;
Holt ........... . 176 179 200 555 may recover his lost formula.
-Alpha Chi Omega, Winnie Bridges;
Stortz ........ .. 170 150 126 446
Award
for
Fortitude
to
Jack
the
use
of
physical
or
modem
psy
Alpha
Delta Pi, Louise Selkirk;
Andregg .... .. 148 169 184 501
Murphy .... .. 206 202 193 601 choanalytical methods adds an- Pachico, distance-runner f r o m Alpha Phi, Patricia Hutchinson;
Butte who recently raced from the Alpha Xi Delta, Leclerc Page;
two rounds were even, with Watts
South hall bullpen to University Delta Delta Delta, Elaine Tipton;
drawing blood from Reed’s nose.
Totals . . 857 893 883 2633
Presented first in this country at avenue in his pajamas, and all for Kappa Alpha Theta, Catherine
Reed led the fight in the second
Sig Eps—
a quarter bet against him by his Hills; Kappa Kappa Gamma, Hel
round but his aggressiveness was Wysel ........ .. 134 159 165 458
fellow bulls. On the way back en Hoerning; Sigma Kappa, Vir
offset by Watt’s accurate left jabs Jennings .... . 124 204 134 462
Chico’s slippers kept coming off, ginia Horton; Delta Gamma, Elea
which built up the points.
Wilkinson ... _ 141 160 141 442
so
he picked them up and raced in nor Snyder; North hall, Sally Hop
Both men were extremely tired Miller ....... . 152 190 153 495 ‘
“The Eternal Mask’ through the snow barefooted.
kins, Margaret McCann and Helen
in the final round. Reed’s deter Bogardus .... . 147 198 140 4851
Linderman club members will,
Tucker and Corbin hall, June
mined spirit, although he took Handicap .... .. 40 40 40 120
____
Answers
to
Quotations
Paulson, Eunice Fleming and Aud according to Secretary Lane, co
much punishment himself, won the
operate
with the new campus bi
rey
Crail.
1.
Whether
’tis
nobler
in
the
fight.
Totals .. . 738 951 773 2342
mind to bear. 2. Nor any drop to I For the convenience o f those weekly to be edited by Phil Payne
Christenot Wins
in
submitting
manuscripts to the
Critics
have
hailed
the
restraint
drink. 3. Minds innocent, and who may not be able to contact
ATO—
1st 2nd 3rd T’tl
In the other 135 division bout,
quiet, take that for an hermitage. any of these women for tickets non-profit student magazine.
Orville Christenot, a good defen Geil _______ . 220 211 200 631
4. To soften rocks, or bend a knot there will be a table in the Student
sive fighter, won a decision from Merrill ____ . 121 160 101 382 1
it, “ The Cab- ted oak. 5. Nor the battle to the Union Wednesday, Thursday and
Ducky Mann, Great Falls, in an L ie n ........... . 161 143 152 446 |
1
first
widely
strong.
6. Man never is but always Friday of next week. Those who
DeFrance
_
.
131
129
164 424
other extra-round. bout. Mann
to be blessed. 7. It droppeth as the will be in charge are Bruce Ann
built up a fair lead in the first Kotsakis __ 180 138 190 508
e
gentle rain from heaven.
Radigan, Betty Frahm, Catherine
round with his clever weaving and
“An absorbing and sane study
Totals .... 863 831 857 2391
Berg, Edna Helding, Jurine Weraccurate jabbing. C h r l s t e n o
0
Sigma Numager, June McLeod and Ruth
NOTICE
(Continued from Faze One!
opened up in the second round to
Christiani.
make the bout even. In the final Miller _____ 137 144 175 456 fl
Miss Clapp, former Newman club
Forte
______
169
132
140
441
s
Programs will be distributed at president, appointed 28 du b mem
All women who expect to get
stanza, Christenot landed the only
round letters (awarded for par the same time tickets are sold in bers to a tentative staff. She an
solid blows of the fight. Both men Thornally ___ 181 135 167 483
ticipation with six teams) in WAA the Student Union. Those on the nounced that a prize would be
were in good condition. Christe Ceserani ___ 187 167 154 506 1
Johnston...... 171 133 165 469 0
are requested to leave their names program committee are Orline given to the person submitting the
not got the judges call 2-1.
s
with Helen Sorge at the women’s Coats, chairman; Mary Bosseler, best name for the publication.
The winners of these two 135
Totals__ 845 701 801 2357 C
gym.
Barbara Conway, Helen Brumwell,
pound clashes, Ernie Reed and
Bob Van Haur, Hilger, Newman
’Artisans who learned their
Faith Embry, Helen Barloga, Caryl club president, assigned conces
Orville Christenot, will meet in
trade well during the great preLEAGUE NO. 2
Jones, Iris Sams, Marion Young,* sions for the Mardi-Gras carnival
GRADUATE MOVES
the M club finals.
Hitler period of the German cin
Phi Delt
Martha Jenkins, Ruth Harrison to fraternity and sorority groups.
The afternoon’s final battle
1st 2nd 3rd T tl ema” form the cast of the play,
No 2.—
Mrs. William Olson, formerly and Jane Marie Sullivan.
found Alve Thomas, Butte, out
The carnival will be in p few
according to the. New York Herald Mildred McDonald, ’37, moved last
A committee composed of Clayre weeks. August Zadra, Missoula,
lasting Eddie Ober of Havre in an Sanderson - 156 237 140 533
ITribune. Included in the cast are week to Hamilton, where her hus
Scearce, chairman; Vemetta Shep is in charge of the floor show and
other bout decided by the extra M ann.......... 129 138 152 419
Franz Schafheitlin as Negar, the
band was recently appointed WPA ard, Edna Ann Galt, Joyce Paul music for the affair. Sara Frey,
. session. Both men fought toe-to- Helm ........... 194 145 133 472
! dying patient; Olga Tschechowa as recreational director.
son and Beverly Knowles are in Anaconda, will make arrange
toe in the first round, with Thom Hall ....- .... - 177 179 180 536
his
wife
and
Thekla
Ahrens
as
charge of general arrangements ments for the refreshments.
as’ effective right cross giving a Booth ____ _ 186 165 147
Nurse Anna.
Patronize
Kaimin
Advertisers
for the dance.
slight edge. Ober came back
Miss Clapp, leader of the New
Producers of the picture lay
Totals__ 842 864 752 2458
strong in the second round and
especial stress upon the fact that
SAE No. 2—
evened up the contest. Landing a
it is no vehicle o f Nazi propaganda,
few too many punches on Ober’s Shields_____ 136 172 158
139 128 429 since it was filmed entirely in
exposed chin, Thomas won the Bradley____ 162
Chisholm....... 152 151 172 475 Switzerland, despite the fact it is
free-swinging final round.
given in German.
M club elimination bouts are Slusher ____ 113 145 184 462
nearly completed, with the final Warnecke__ 162 211 160 533

Bowling LeadIture is

Clapp Gets Post

On News Letter

New Plan W ill Determine
Permanent Owners
Of Sport Cups

fro their work on the 1937 Cub
team, according to Varsity Man
ager Tex Brown.

The players are Wells Cahoon,
John Dowling, Bill Hall, Erllng
Karlsgodt, Tom O’Donnel, Sam
Roberts, Charles Rogers, James
Intramural trophies will become Rooley, Bill Shegina, Maynard
permanent property o f the first or Sinton and Jack Whitney.
ganization to win the award three
Numerals are awarded on the
times according to the new plan basis of the player’s potentiality as
adopted by Interfratemlty council varsity material, both as an ath
lete and as a scholar. All the men
Wednesday.
awarded numerals are now regis
Trophies to be awarded this tered in school and had passing
year in touch football, basketball grades in at least 12 hours of work
and baseball will have the name last quarter.
of the fraternity and the date en
graved on a plate on the cup.
Patronize Kaimin Advertiser!
“ We believe this new arrange
ment will be more desirable be
cause houses will not become clut
COMPLETE
tered with small cups and because
BANKING SERVICE
it will develop more incentive to
The Western Montana
win and retain the awaiti,” said
Melvin Singleton, president of
National Bank
Interfratemlty council.
Missoula, Montana
Trophies for intramural sports
were awarded for the first time
last year. An Interfratenity coun
cil committee is investigating the
type and price of trophy to be
given.
Styled to the Minute

Campus Clothes

man study club on Evolution and
Science, said that the dub will
meet in the Eloise Knowles room
at 12 o’clock Sunday. The club
on Church History meets at 5
o’clock Sunday in the Eloise
Knowles room. This dub is ex
amining the book, “Phillip II,”
which was given to the Founda
tion by Bishop Gilmore of the
Helena diocese.

P E N N E Y ’S
I THE STORE FOR MEN I

I GEO. T . HOWARD I

SEE THE

-

*

TYPEWRITER SUPPLY
BEFORE YOU BUY
314 N. Higgins

“ CHUCK" GAUGHAN

Phone 2323

Practice Court
To Hear Case

preliminaries slated for tomorrow j
T otals..... 725 818 802 2345
afternoon at 4.
So far 12 men have qualified to
Phi
Sigs— 1st 2nd 3rd T tl
enter the lettermen’s mit and mat
Smith _____ 154 174 130 458
show next Monday night.
i Four senior law students will
D um m y____ 130 130 130 390
Six Bouts
try a libel
case ,,tomorrow
night in
1R1 482
ano I '
, ,
.
MacLaren__
187 161
law school practice court. The case
Six well-matched bouts are W allin_____
146 119 404
involves a newspaper editor and
slated for the tourney. In the D um m y.........
130 130 390
reporter who are being sued for
heavyweight class, Pat Connolly
damages by a third person.
will battle the mixing Clyde Tur
Totals__ 687 767 670 2124
Alex Blewett and Walt Williams
ner of Bozeman. The light-heavy
Sigma Nu No. 2—Default.
will be attorneys for the plaintiff
class brings together two hard-hit
and Jimmie Meagher and Don
ting battlers, Blaine Normandeau,
Nash will represent the defense.
former all-state football player of
Sophomore journalists are at
Missoula, and Kid Lewis of Lavina.
tending the trial courts in con
junction with their course “The
Alve Thomas and Arthur Wag
Press in Society.”
(Continued from Pnge Three)
ner of Chinook will trade blows
in the 145-pound class. Both men ibly exhausted from a punishing
are aggressive and crave a hard- schedule. Bill Lazetich and Jim
Seyler, Dahlberg’s main cogs, were
swinging slugfest.
Joe McLaughlin, Missoula ban off, missing close-ups and fighting
At Moderate Prices
tamweight will throw leather the ball. Oregon State was none
against George Maxey, another too impressive, playing colorless
I
Keene
Fountain Lunch
ball
that
drew
fans’
ire.
Garden City boxer.
The box score:
Results of the wrestling semi
Montana (28)
FG FT PFPts.
final eliminations will not be
Lazetich, I f ...... .. 1 5 3 7
known until Friday
In Friday’s elimination bouts, Thomson, r f ....
■footballer Pat Connolly, Anaconda, Seyler, c ..... ....
stopped Burke McNamer, Shelby, Miller, lg ....

Beavers Win
Ragged Game

Wholesome Meals

in
second round. eMcNamer
- the .....................
a r n e r Nu*ent- r« lost several teeth in the wicked Chumrau, rg
heavyweight go. Connolly will ®yan>
meet Clyde Turner, Bozeman, on |F*yan* rI —
the M club heavyweight card|^ar‘ ana’ rf
Oregon
State (37)—
Monday night.
'"
FG FT PFPts.
Slashing his opponent with ac
curate rights and lefts, Jack Con Pflugrad, I f ........2
Sandoz,
r
f
..
ner, Helena, decisioned Walter
Hook, Milltown, in the 155-pound Mandic, c ..
class. Hook could not cope with Harris, lg _
the aggressive Conner who had his Kebbe, rg .
rival bleeding from well-aimed Warren, c _
blows. Blaine Normandeau, stocky Klein, lg ....
Missoula mauler, and Kid Lewis, Stidham, rg
0
Lavina, are finalists who will slug Vanelli, r f ________0
Officials: Mike Henry,
it out in the letterman’s lightheavy division.
Lodge; Emil Piluso, Portland
NOTICE

What’s the Point
Of This Storv?
John Williamson (from Virginny, suh) paced back and forth in
front of the mirror admiring him-1
self in his new uniform, replete
with sabre. It was 1 o'clock in the
morning and he sensed the spirit
ual presence of other great mili
tary leaders — Washington, Jackson, Grant, Lee (ah, there's a leade for yah!). Patriotic fervor in
creased; he drew his sabre, lunged
at a pillow that had slipped to the
floor—the concrete floor. Toledo
struck home, then stone.
John Williamson (from Virgin
ity, suh) is in the market for a
new $13 sabre.

All NYA time cards for the past
month must be in by 5 o’clock
Wednesday, February 16.

The Home of Fine Furniture

JENSEN
FURNITURE
135 West Main

Colling Shoe Shop
When better work is done at
lower prices Colling will do it

We Call for and Deliver
Phone 6381

626 S. Higgins

.you’llfind MORE PLEASURE
in Chestefields milderbeltertaste

